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Abstract

This study sought to explore how students view the use of television series in English 
language learning and how these attitudes and opinions, gathered through the use of a 
questionnaire, could shape a lesson about tolerance in which a television show dealing with 
the issue of homophobia was shown to a high school class. The questionnaire data revealed 
that the majority of respondents thought positively  of the use of television shows in their 
English classes, but that students did not necessarily think that cultural skills were developed 
best by television.  The lesson carried out among these same students showed that students 
were conscious of different sexualities and gender norms but not sensitive enough to refrain 
from mocking homosexual stereotypes. It was evidenced by the written work produced by 
students that the important messages featured in the television show, i.e. bullying, 
sterotyping, and exclusion were understood; the students’ mocking behavior could represent 
the gap  between comprehension and internalization which a skilled teacher could assist in 
filling. Television shows will likely remain a considerable aspect of popular culture, and 
English teachers in Sweden are well-served by taking advantage of this enormous source of 
material that teaches both language and culture.

Keywords: Education, teaching, ESL, English, television, TV, tolerance, sexuality, 
homosexuality, homophobia, high school.
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1. Introduction
For a twenty-one-year-old recent immigrant to Sweden, casual conversation with new 

Swedish friends who are eager to use their English can be a striking experience. Shit, fuck, 

ass, and other swear words are used liberally as synonyms for words such as stuff/things, 

ignore/leave alone, rear end/butt, and so on. If my college-age contemporaries felt at  ease 

using these words in a manner I found excessive, I was even more shocked to discover that 

the Swedish adolescents I encountered as a student teacher in middle and high schools were 

no less inhibited. It soon became apparent that the source of the teenagers’ vocabulary was 

English-language movies and television shows; students imitated the pronunciation of their 

Anglophone role models without any apparent contextual awareness. I was impressed by the 

influence that popular culture had on Swedish middle and high school students, in spite of 

their jarring word choice. Unfortunately, in addition to swear words, I observed pejoratives 

relating to race, ethnicity, national origin, or sexuality  used freely among students in Swedish 

schools. The potentially offensive language that I witnessed can be defined to include not 

only expletives such as fuck or shit but also pejoratives and slurs such as faggot or nigger. 

These words in this second class are much more offensive due to their intent to degrade entire 

classes of people, and although swear words can be used by English speakers for emphasis, 

pejoratives and slurs are always inherently offensive. As stated by Zack, Mannheim and 

Alfano (2010), teachers who remain silent in the face of slurs and pejoratives “send the 

message that the speech is acceptable”, a message that contradicts Swedish national 

education laws (p. 103). I was thus inspired to include instruction on the use of swear words 

and pejoratives in my future English teaching.

In addition to the requirements specific to English teaching, Skolverket1 (2013) outlines in its 

national curriculum for the entire high school system that students must be taught tolerance 

and acceptance.  As Byram and Kramsch (2008) remarked, “[l]anguage teachers have been 

exhorted to teach not only the dictionary meanings, but also the social and cultural value of 

words and phrases as linguistic and cognitive categories” (p. 32). In Sweden, high school 

teachers of English as a foreign language, or EFL, are required by Skolverket’s (n.d) national 

guidelines to ensure that students “develop knowledge of language and the surrounding 
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world”; use English “in functional and meaningful contexts”; and “develop language 

awareness...outside teaching contexts” (para 2, 3). Skolverket (n.d) additionally  advises that 

students should be exposed to a variety  of media in their English education but does not 

specify  which media are most desirable; teachers are therefore free to select the media that 

best serves their students. The media chosen for this study was that which students are most 

frequently exposed to: television. Although television in the classroom has repeatedly been 

advocated by researchers and educators; for example, Witkin (1994), Owen, Silet and Brown 

(1998), Duff (2002), Eikmeier (2009), and Rucynski (2011), the stigma persists that 

“showing TV in the classroom seems inappropriate--as if the teacher were unprepared for 

class, or didn’t know how else to engage students” (Linebarger 2011, p. 63). From personal 

teaching experience, television can indeed be an appropriate choice of media in EFL teaching 

and therefore it is of value to explore how television can best be used in EFL teaching in 

Sweden. As such, the aim of this study to illuminate how students view the use of television 

series specifically in English language learning. Can the use of television series help students 

achieve the goals as set out by Skolverket, specifically in the prevention of the inappropriate 

use of pejoratives and slurs? Several steps will be taken in order to examine this topic. First, 

attitudes and opinions will be gathered through the use of a questionnaire, which will then 

assist in the exploration of how a television show dealing with the issue of homophobia can 

be used to teach a high school class about tolerance.  

Homophobia in schools has been noted by researchers from English-speaking countries as an 

aspect of intolerance which teachers are hesitant to combat for various reasons, chiefly 

among them lack of knowledge as to how to react (DePalma & Atkinson 2006; Zack, 

Mannheim & Alfano 2010). Use of homophobic pejoratives in English among Swedish high 

school students could partially be rooted in the concept that  potentially offensive words carry 

different weight according to whether they belong to a user’s native or nonnative language. In 

Dewaele (2004), study participants consistently maintained that so-called “swearwords and 

taboo words2” (p. 204) seemed to convey the most force in subjects’ native languages and as 

such, were more acceptable to use in second languages. The irrationality  of this dichotomy 

was, of course, acknowledged by  both subjects and the researcher, but as has been confirmed 
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as recently  as by Ferré et al. (2010), words which are “emotionally charged” (p. 761), a 

category which includes S-T words, are of increased significance among word classes. 

This study grew out of a sense of concern about Swedish teenagers' use of S-T words, 

particularly homophobic terms, when speaking English. The plan was to return to the 

medium from which the terms had been learned, television series, and specifically address the 

issue in the classroom. The aims of the exercise were first to gain a better understanding of 

the potential for using television in the EFL classroom, and second to use a television series 

to specifically address the use of homophobic slurs. In order to develop an appropriate 

questionnaire for gathering background information in part  one of the study  and to improve 

the planning of the lesson outlined in part two, a survey of the literature on television in the 

classroom, intolerance and specifically  homophobic rhetoric, was conducted. These topics are 

related to the national guidelines for education which determine what teachers should 

incorporate in their teaching.

2. Background

2.1 Swedish National Guidelines

The Swedish public school system is centrally managed by Skolverket, an agency whose 

responsibilities include creating general guidelines, subject plans and syllabi; administering a 

national knowledge assessment; evaluating schools; and collecting and presenting statistical 

data on students, teachers, staff, economic concerns, and educational results (2011). 

Skolverket’s curriculum for the Swedish high school, or upper secondary school, include the 

following guidelines which require teachers to work actively  to ensure that students “respect 

the intrinsic value and integrity of other people”; “can empathise with and understand the 

situation of other people, and develop a willingness to act with their best interests at heart”; 

and “reject the subjection of people to oppression and degrading treatment, and also assist in 

helping people”  (2013, p. 10). In addition to the high school curriculum, teachers must follow 

the curriculum specific to their subject. Requirements from the curriculum for English in high 

school which are relevant to this study  include the directives that students should study: 

“[s]ubject areas related to students' education, and societal and working life; current  issues; 
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events and processes; thoughts, opinions, ideas, experiences and feelings; relationships and 

ethical issues” and “[l]iving conditions, attitudes, values and traditions, as well as social, 

political and cultural conditions in different contexts and parts of the world where English is 

used. The spread of English and its position in the world” (Skolverket n.d., para 16, 18). 

Skolverket’s guidelines for high school and for English are the foundation which every 

teacher builds his or her lessons upon, and as the national requirements for all public schools 

in Sweden, these school and course goals must be met for students to receive a passing grade. 

Fortunately for teachers’ individuality  and creativity, Skolverket makes no mention of 

specific materials, media, or aspects of culture or language which teachers should focus on, 

allowing educators the freedom to interpret how best to apply the curriculum in order ensure 

that students achieve the course goals. Such flexibility  means that this study, of the use of 

pejoratives by high school students, represents not  only  a connection between Skolverket’s 

guidelines on ethics and values and a real-world situation but also a valuable intersection 

between language and culture through the use of television. In the next section, research 

which has found television in the classroom to be beneficial will be explored.  

2.2 Television in the classroom

As mentioned in the introduction, Skolverket requires not only that students encounter a 

variety of media, but that their English education includes instruction in both language and 

culture. As an easily accessible popular medium, television is especially well-suited to these 

guidelines. English-language television programs are shown extensively on Swedish 

television, meaning that most students will have encountered a variety of programming; 

furthermore, original audio and Swedish subtitles ensure that viewers are exposed to 

authentic American, British, and other Anglophone English. 

In addition to the exposure to realistic English use, researchers have consistently  confirmed 

television’s particular strength in helping teachers bring culture to their students: 

Effective teachers have always been able to create a motivating connection between their subject 
matter and the student’s world. With television, however, that connection is already present,  and the 
teacher’s role is to use and shape an existing interest, not create it in the first place. (Owen, Silet & 
Brown 1998, p.28)
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As Witkin (1994) states unequivocally, “whether teachers like it or not, popular media exert 

the most compelling influence on adolescents today, and it is experienced by them primarily 

outside of school” (p. 31).  Despite television’s low-culture status and previous resistance to 

it as an educational medium, as Linebarger (2011) reported, “[n]o amount of railing against 

TV has managed to change” (p. 62) how much television children consume. On the other 

hand, Linebarger (2011) also found  “that when children believe that television is useful for 

learning, and when they believe themselves to be competent at learning from TV, they do, in 

fact, learn more from watching” (p. 64-65). It can thus be surmised that due to its influence 

on students, television can be a valuable teaching tool. 

The research mentioned in this section highlights the positive aspects for using television in 

teaching, but for this study’s purpose of reducing the use of homophobic pejoratives, 

engaging students’ attention is not sufficient.  Television’s popularity and accessibility must 

be harnessed for the purpose of actively encouraging difficult discussions on democratic 

values and tolerance; therefore, the problem of homophobia in the classroom must be made 

obvious to students and explicit in the lesson.  This subject is explored in the next section. 

2.3 Homophobic pejoratives in the classroom

In their recent study, Zack, Mannheim and Alfano (2010) explored how student teachers in 

the Northeastern United States dealt with student-generated homophobia in schools. Stating 

that “[m]any beginning educators find it difficult to address anti-homosexual attitudes and 

behaviors,”  (p. 99), Zack, Mannheim and Alfano (2010) sought to combat the problem 

through a deeper understanding of how and why many teachers seemed not to react to the use 

of homophobic pejoratives. As DePalma and Atkinson (2006) had affirmed, “silence operates 

in a range of ways, both at and below the surface of discourse, to police the boundaries of 

heterosexuality and maintain the heterosexual matrix in action” (p. 346); Zack, Mannheim 

and Alfano (2010) raised the most troublesome consequence of this silence: “[a] common 

perception among LBGTQ3  students is that teachers are often complicit in the level of 

homophobia that pervades the school” (p. 99).
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Although Zack, Mannheim and Alfano (2010) discovered through their study that teachers 

did indeed notice and wish to eliminate homophobic behavior, teachers were “lacking the 

necessary skills and confidence to successfully pursue that goal”  (p. 99); for example, in 

explaining to students that using the word gay to mean bad or stupid represented homophobic 

rhetoric. In determining the most effective methods for reducing homophobia, Zack, 

Mannheim and Alfano (2010) found that the educator archetype they referred to as 

“integrators”  (p.104) were most successful in reducing homophobic rhetoric through their 

integration of anti-homophobia lessons within their teaching and by combining tolerance with 

the rest of the curriculum--a concept explicitly in line with Skolverket’s guidelines as stated 

in this essay’s section 2.1. These guidelines are of special help to EFL teachers in Sweden, 

the majority of whom are likely not native English speakers. If Zack, Mannheim and Alfano 

(2010) found that most teachers had difficulty confronting homophobic rhetoric in the native 

language of teachers and students, Swedish teachers of EFL will probably find the task even 

more difficult, not only due to linguistic restrictions but also in terms of judging the 

offensiveness of words in one’s second language. 

As mentioned in the introduction, Swedish students who use pejoratives may not be fully 

conscious of the impact of their words. A word such as faggot, meaning a gay man, is 

objectively offensive to native English speakers due in no small part to the hateful manner in 

which it is often used. A Swedish student who is inherently unfamiliar with this context who 

nonetheless uses the word is not likely making a statement of a prejudice against 

homosexuality. A more likely explanation is found in Dewaele (2004), a study of 1,039 

speakers of multiple languages whose answers to a 34-question web survey were compiled 

into a database for analysis. This study found that comparisons between pairs of words 

“revealed that S-T words in the L14 are perceived to have much more emotional force than S-

T words in the L25”  (Dewaele 2004, p. 212). Typical comments from respondents regarding 

this phenomenon included “I’m pretty much aware of the force of swear words in English, 

yet they seem less immediate than swear words in German”  (p. 214); “I have noticed is that 

[sic] I can swear much more easily in English than in Greek. I sometimes use quite strong 

swear words in English but as I can’t really ‘hear’ or ‘sense’ how strong they are”  (p. 214); “I 

prefer to express anger in my L2 Italian because I do not hear the weight of my words so 
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everything comes out quite easily. Which unfortunately means that I probably hurt people 

more than I intend to”  (p. 213).  Respondents’ awareness of the true meaning of S-T words in 

their second or third language without emotional connection to these words confirms the idea 

that Swedish students who use words such as faggot and nigger are likely unaware of the true 

weight of their words. Dewaele’s (2004) findings could also promote the possibility that 

through explicit education in the proper context for ST words, Swedish students could be 

taught which words are simply provocative, such as expletives, and which words are 

unacceptable in the democratic classroom,  such as slurs and pejoratives. 

2.4 Previous observational study

In order to begin exploring students’ usage of pejoratives and slurs, a lesson was carried out 

in March 2013 among a class of approximately fifteen students in the HVAC and Property 

Maintenance Programme6 of sixteen to seventeen year-old males. First, students were invited 

to volunteer all the “bad” words they  knew in English to be written on the white board by the 

author. Bad words were defined as curse words or swear words. The students were able to 

contribute several words, primarily fuck (in many iterations), nigger, faggot, asshole,  as well 

as several vulgar words for male genitalia; other common swear words, such as shit, bitch, 

and damn were volunteered by the author while students enthusiastically  repeated the various 

expletives as they were listed. 

The students were then asked as a class to attempt to translate the words in a way  that 

maintained the strength of the words. Particular focus was placed on the pejoratives nigger 

and faggot, which students translated as neger and bög, respectively. A more accurate 

translation of neger might be negro; while this word is not currently a polite choice for 

describing a person of African heritage, it is nonetheless not strictly a pejorative. Bög can 

potentially be translated as [a] gay (person); however, it is not either the most sensitive 

choice. 

In order to accurately reflect the seriousness of the words nigger and faggot, the author added 

the Swedish word jävel to the words, resulting in negerjävel and bögjävel.  A variation on the 

word djävel, itself closely related to djävul, meaning literally devil or other evil spirit, jävel is 
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among the strongest  words in Swedish. (Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 2011, p. 154 & 409). 

When students were then asked which, of all the swear words written on the board, were 

acceptable to use, students insisted that every single word was acceptable to use in a casual 

professional environment such as among colleagues in the workshop. However, students 

would not repeat aloud the words negerjävel and bögjävel, and when these words were used 

by the author to clarify  that they were indeed appropriate words to use in the workplace, the 

majority  of students began to doubt the acceptability of these pejoratives in particular.  

Students who had earlier been eager users of S-T words did not use the words nigger or 

faggot again during this lesson nor the author’s remaining time spent with the class, a period 

of several weeks.

Teaching provocative subjects includes accepting the risk that increased knowledge could 

lead to increased use among students; this lesson could potentially  have emboldened students 

to use pejoratives and slurs even more frequently. In the EFL classroom, simply hearing S-T 

words spoken aloud by the teacher could have been shocking enough to prepare students for 

the underlying lesson of tolerance. Alternatively, students could have heard the words but 

misunderstood the message, but these risks are perhaps acceptable in attempting to meet 

Skolverket’s (2013) requirements that values and ethics be taught in the Swedish high school. 

The positive results of this lesson inspired additional research on the topic of homophobic 

slurs in the high school classroom, and whether using an episode of a  television series could 

be an effective tool in reducing the use of homophobic pejoratives. To explore this possibility, 

a two-part study was carried out. A questionnaire study was administered to a high school 

class in order to gather respondents’ beliefs and attitudes toward the use of television series in 

English education; the results of the questionnaire were used in the creation of a lesson plan 

involving a television show followed by various activities designed to measure students’ 

understanding of the subject matter and possible use of homophobic slurs during classroom 

discussions.  
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3. Questionnaire: Part 1 of the study
3.1 Method

Twenty-one questionnaires were administered to students at  Strömbackaskolan high school in 

Piteå, Sweden in March 2013 (see Appendix 1). A pilot questionnaire was first administered 

to a student in a separate class in order to test the questionnaire’s clarity, validity, and ease of 

answering (Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2000). Using a questionnaire to carry out this study 

was appropriate for several reasons. Desired respondents needed only belong to the broad 

category of student studying English; it  was thus not pertinent to which category of study 

program, age or gender respondents belonged (Bell 1993). The aim of the questionnaire was 

to relatively  quickly gather general information from many subjects; as such, this quantitative 

method was preferable to a qualitative method such as an interview where more detailed 

responses were important (Nyberg & Tidström 2012). 

When requesting assistance from the public for scientific purposes, it is vital that test subjects 

are well-informed of the ramifications of their participation (Cohen, Manion & Morrison 

2000). For this exercise, the author first introduced herself to students as a teacher student 

who was examining how television series are used in the classroom. The information that the 

author sought from the questionnaires was of a subjective nature, meaning that respondents’ 

attitudes, beliefs, and personal opinions were most desirable; as such, it was impossible to 

answer “incorrectly” on the survey. The respondents were also informed of this study’s 

potential for improving the author’s teaching practices, thus benefitting future high school 

English students. Benefits gained by respondents included both the opportunity to examine 

how television series are used in their education as well as the more in-depth lesson followed 

the questionnaire. 

The surveys were administered to the students during their English class. Instructions were 

provided in Swedish in order to remove additional linguistic confusion, and students were 

informed that although their answers could potentially be used in this study, the data would 

be anonymous and this study  could be accessed later through Luleå University of 

Technology’s library. Students were also assured that this questionnaire had no affect on their 
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grades in English or any other subject, and that it would not be possible to connect their 

responses to them personally. 

The survey began with simple questions before moving into more complex areas; students 

indicated age and gender before providing personal opinions. The answer choices within each 

question were grouped with related choices as much as possible; for example, options to 

select knowledge about culture, sexuality, and religion were placed successively. 

3.2 Questionnaire results

The students surveyed were in their third and final year of high school and represented 

several study programs, among them the Social Science Programme7, Media Programme8, 

Child and Recreation Programme9, Arts Programme10, and Electricity  and Energy 

Programme11  Of the twenty-one students surveyed, sixteen were female while five were 

male. For the first two questions on the questionnaire, respondents were asked to select as 

many choices as they agreed with. Student responses are presented in the order the options 

appeared on the questionnaire. 

To question one, “What do you think about watching TV series during English class?”, 

students answered as follows: 
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Table 1. Question 1 responses

Option Number of responses

It’s fun 19 students

It’s educational 16 students

The teacher thinks it’s fun 9 students

The teacher thinks it’s educational 6 students

It’s a nice change from other class activities 17 students

It takes a lot of work No students

It’s a good use of class time 3 students

It’s a waste of class time 1 student

To question two, “What do you think your teachers think about using TV series in their 

English teaching?”, students answered as follows: 

Table 2. Question 2 responses

Option Number of responses

They think that students think it’s fun 21 students

They think that students think it’s educational 7 students

They think that students think it’s boring No students

It’s a nice change from other class activities 15 students

It’s a good use of class time 3 students

It’s a waste of class time 3 students

They think that students think it’s interesting 9 students

To question three, “Do you think that watching TV series in English class helps you achieve 

the course goals, seventeen students answered “yes”; one student answered “no”, and three 

students answered “don’t know”. 

To question four, “Have you ever watched a TV series during an English lesson (during all 

the years you’ve had English classes)”, twenty students answered “yes”, while one student 
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answered “no”. The twenty respondents who answered “yes” went on to fill in the remainder 

of the questionnaire. 

To question five, “How often are TV series shown in your English class?”, respondents were 

to choose only one alternative, and all twenty remaining respondents selected the option, “A 

few times per term or less frequently”. No students reported watching TV series in their 

English classes “Several times a week or more often”; “3-4 times per month”; or “Once or 

twice per month.” 

From the sixth question on, respondents were asked again to select all the choices they agreed 

with. To question six, “Why do you think teachers choose to show a TV series/an episode of a 

TV series during English class?”, students answered as follows: 

Table 3.  Question 6 responses

Option Number of responses

It fits in well with a lesson theme 14 students

It’s entertaining 13 students

It’s educational 10 students

It can be linked to a values issue (for example racism, religion, sexuality) 19 students

It can be linked to current events (for example the international financial situation, 
war, natural disasters)

17 students

To question seven, “What is the best part of watching TV series during English class?”, 

respondents answered as follows: 
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Table 4.  Question 7 responses

Option Number of responses

It’s entertaining 17 students

It’s less demanding than other lesson activities 14 students

You gain insight into different English-speaking cultures 10 students

You get to hear real Brits/Americans/etc. 18 students

You learn about the English language 12 students

You get to learn about more than just English (like culture, religion, sexuality, 
ethnicity)

16 students

To question eight, “Which skills do you think you develop most while watching TV series 

during English class?”, respondents answered as follows: 

Table 5.  Question 8 responses

Option Number of responses

Listening 19 students

Comprehension 20 students

Spelling 2 students

Speaking 17 students

Knowledge about various cultures (for example comparing Sweden to England) 17 students

Knowledge about various sexualities (for example homosexual, bisexual, transgender) 9 students

Knowledge about various religions (for example Christianity, Islam) 11 students

Critical thinking 5 students

Pronunciation 17 students

Writing No students

Knowledge about various races or ethnicities 5 students

None No students

From question nine and onwards, one respondent left all answers blank; the number of total 

respondents to the remaining questions was therefore nineteen. To question nine, “Which 

skills do you think you are possible to develop while watching TV series during English 

class?”, respondents answered as follows: 
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Table 6.  Question 9 responses

Option Number of responses

Listening 19 students

Comprehension 19 students

Spelling 5 students

Speaking 15 students

Knowledge about various cultures (for example comparing Sweden to England) 17 students

Knowledge about various sexualities (for example homosexual, bisexual, 
transgender)

11 students

Knowledge about various religions (for example Christianity, Islam) 13 students

Critical thinking 8 students

Pronunciation 15 students

Writing 3 students

Knowledge about various races or ethnicities 7 students

None No students

To question ten, “How does your teacher usually follow up after you’ve seen a TV series?”, 

students answered as follows: 

Table 7.  Question 10 responses

Option Number of responses

Discussion with the entire class 18

Discussion in groups 12

Lecture/lesson from the teacher 4

Individual assignments 8

Group assignments 9

Nothing 2

To question eleven, “Which types of shows do you prefer when you watch TV on your own 

time?”, students answered as follows: 
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Table 8.  Question 11 responses

Option Number of responses

Drama 14

Humor/comedy 16

Romance/love 10 students

Reality show 3 students

Mystery/Criminal 7 students

Game show 3 students

News program 6 students

Sci-fi/horror 6 students

Action/adventure 10 students

To question twelve, “Which types of shows do you prefer when you watch TV during English 

class?”, students answered as follows:

Table 9.  Question 12 responses

Option Number of responses

Drama 13 students

Humor/comedy 15 students

Romance/love 8 students

Reality show 4 students

Mystery/Criminal 9 students

Game show No students

News program 14 students

Sci-fi/horror 3 students

Action/adventure 6 students

The final question on the survey, “What are your favorite TV shows?” was included in order 

to assist the author in choosing the television show to use in the second part of the study, the 

lesson. It  was preferable to use a television show that students were not overly familiar with 

in order to better test their learning in response to the episode. Students favorite shows were 

as follows: 
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Table 10.  Question 13 responses

One Tree Hill (5 mentions) Gossip Girl (2 mentions) Downton Abbey

The Big Bang Theory 
(4 mentions)

New Girl (2 mentions) Homeland

Game of Thrones (4 mentions) Sex and the City (2 mentions) House

How I Met Your Mother 
(4 mentions)

Shameless (2 mentions) Korrespondenten

Community (3 mentions) Sherlock (2 mentions) Mad Men

Family Guy (3 mentions) The Office (2 mentions) NCIS

Friends (3 mentions) The Walking Dead (2 mentions) Necessary Roughness

Modern Family (3 mentions) True Blood (2 mentions) På Spåret

Pretty Little Liars (3 mentions) 30 Rock Smallville

Scubs (3 mentions) Adventure Time Sons of Anarchy

Suits (3 mentions) American Dad South Park

Supernatural (3 mentions) Breaking Bad The Lying Game

Vampire Diaries (3 mentions) Castle The OC

Boardwalk Empire (2 mentions) Debatt Two and a Half Men

Dr. Who (2 mentions) Desperate Housewives Vikings

Girls (2 mentions)

3.3 Discussion and Analysis

As the purpose of the questionnaire was to assist in creating the lesson, the relatively small 

number of respondents is not necessarily problematic. However, in terms of scientific 

reliability, this questionnaire study is not sufficiently rigorous with only twenty-one 

respondents; as such, conclusions presented in this section apply only to the specific students 

surveyed and not to Swedish high school students in general. 

According the question three of the survey, the majority of respondents considered television 

series in English classes to be “fun”, “educational”, and “a nice change from other class 

activities”; it can therefore be concluded that these students consider television to be a 

positive aspect of English language learning. The overwhelming majority  of students, 

seventeen out of twenty-one, agreed that watching television series in English class helped 
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them achieve the course goals, indicating an agreement with Skolverket’s (n.d.) guidelines 

advising a variety of media in teaching. Despite respondents’ indication that they believe their 

teachers also look positively upon television in the classroom, the fact that every  respondent 

claimed to watch television series in English classes only  once or twice per semester could 

potentially confirm Linebarger’s (2011) conclusion that television continues to be an 

underutilized teaching tool.  

Questions six, “Why do you think teachers choose to show a TV series/an episode of a TV 

series during English class?”, and seven, “What is the best part  of watching TV series during 

English class?”, were the first attempts to encourage students to consider more carefully how 

television is used in the classroom. Large majorities: nineteen out of twenty-one and 

seventeen out of twenty-one recognized that teachers primarily choose a television show 

because “It can be linked to current events (for example the international financial situation, 

war, natural disasters)” respectively “It can be linked to a values issue (for example racism, 

religion, sexuality)”. This suggests that teachers follow Skolverket’s (n.d.) curriculum for 

English with its focus on “[s]ubject areas related to students' education, and societal and 

working life; current issues; events and processes; thoughts, opinions, ideas, experiences and 

feelings; relationships and ethical issues” and “[l]iving conditions, attitudes, values and 

traditions, as well as social, political and cultural conditions in different contexts and parts of 

the world where English is used. The spread of English and its position in the world” (para 

16, 18). 

This recognition by respondents was not duplicated as compellingly  in questions eight and 

nine, which asked respondents which skills they believe they develop by watching television 

series respectively which skills they believe are possible to develop. Nearly all respondents 

answered that listening, comprehension, and pronunciations skills were both improved by 

watching television in English class and possible to develop, but respondents were not as 

convinced that the cultural aspects beyond national culture; namely race, religion, and 

sexuality, were actively  developed or possible to develop by watching television series. 

Perhaps students understand that teachers choose television shows with both linguistic and 

cultural importance but do not feel that the cultural content is absorbed as well. If, for 

example, a show features a difficult dialect of English or advanced vocabulary, it  is not 
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unreasonable that  students would need to concentrate intensely on the linguistic aspects in 

favor of the cultural aspects. That respondents demonstrated in questions six and seven an 

understanding of the cultural capacity of television while admitting in questions eight and 

nine that television in practice acts primarily to improve language skills is a reasonable 

reflection of satisfactory teaching. Skolverket (n.d.) does not mandate that students prove 

their understanding of different cultures and lifestyles, only  that they are exposed to it. On the 

other hand since Skolverket (2013) strongly emphasized democratic values, empathy for 

oppressed people, and encouragement for action on behalf of injustice, perhaps teachers are 

not fully taking advantage of the power of television as moral instruction. This potential was 

explored in the next part of this study. 

Questions eleven, twelve, and thirteen were of interest in the creation of the second part  of 

this study but were not pertinent to the research aim. 

4. Lesson: Part 2 of the study
4.1 Method

The inspiration for this study was a desire to reduce use of pejoratives and slurs among 

Swedish students by teaching them the true force of their words, using television as a 

teaching tool. As such, action research was an appropriate method for the second part of this 

study: in the words of Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000), “ [a]ction research is a powerful 

tool for change and improvement at the local level” (p. 226). In comparing action research to 

traditional academic research, Bassey (1986) contrasts the research student who has years at 

his or her disposal to answer a question versus the teacher who encounters an issue in the 

classroom and “is likely  to have only a few hours to devote to the search for the solution” (p. 

19). 

As described by Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998), the methodology of action research can be 

described as : “planning a change; acting and observing the process and consequences of the 

change; reflecting on the processes and consequences, and then; re-planning, and so forth” (p. 

21). The scope of this study made it necessary to exclude all processes except the first while 

maintaining the principles of action research, which was acceptable because, as Kemmis and 
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McTaggart (1992) state, “action research starts with small cycles of planning, acting, 

observing and reflecting” (cit. in Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2000, p. 229). In this study, the 

motivation for change is represented by  the observational study  in section 2.4; the plan for 

this change is the lesson portion of this study. The action and observation were conducted in 

April 2013 with the same group  of students who completed the questionnaire, see section 4.2 

for lesson plan and Appendix 2 for lesson materials. The collaborative nature of action 

research required that the roles of researcher, teacher, student, subject, and participant were 

not strictly defined but flexible for the purposes of this study: the author was both researcher, 

teacher, and participant, while the study participants were both subjects and participants. 

(Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2000).  

4.2 The Lesson

Twelve students were present during this lesson, which included the following activities: a 

brief reintroduction of the author as a teacher student conducting a research project, as well 

as detailed instructions for the day’s activities (approximately  ten minutes); viewing of an 

episode of the television series Glee (approximately 45 minutes); a group assignment wherein 

students described three main characters in the episode (approximately twenty minutes); and 

finally an additional group  assignment wherein students rewrote a scene from the episode as 

if it had taken place in a Swedish high school (approximately twenty minutes). 

Glee (2009-present) is an American television show which takes place in a Midwestern 

American high school and highlights the struggles of the school’s Glee club in the midst of 

stereotypical American high school politics. The specific episode chosen, season two’s 

“Never Been Kissed”, was selected due to the focus placed on the difficulties faced by 

several characters due to their sexuality  or gender identity. An openly  gay, feminine-acting 

male student, Kurt, is physically  bullied by another male student, Karofsky, who is portrayed 

as a stereotypical American jock. The masculine-looking football coach, Coach Beiste, is 

extremely lonely despite her gruff demeanor. After several violent incidents, Kurt confronts 

Karofsky, who to Kurt’s shock kisses him passionately. Coach Beiste decides to quit  her job 

after a hurtful student-generated rumor reinforces her feeling of exclusion due to her 

masculine appearance. 
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During the showing of the episode, students were instructed to make a note of any unfamiliar 

words or phrases used on the show. After viewing the episode, students split  themselves into 

three groups of three to five students each for the group assignments. Pictures of the 

characters with names were shown on the projector screen to assist students in their activities. 

Students were asked to write a list of ten qualities each to describe Kurt, Karofsky, and Coach 

Beiste, using English as best they could. In order to ensure that students understood the 

assignment, an entire-class demonstration was first carried out, using another character from 

the show and led by the author. The lists were then passed to another group which narrowed 

the list down to five entries. Finally, the lists were sent to a third group who eliminated all but 

two qualities. Next, students were asked to rewrite their choice of one of the several scenes of 

bullying from the episode as if the scene had taken place in a Swedish high school. Students 

were instructed to write in Swedish, in the interest of achieving the most authentic dialogue. 

See Appendix 2 for the written instructions. 

4.3 Discussion and Analysis 

The students present during this lesson were generally positive and enthusiastic about the 

activities carried out, however, not one participant wrote down any words or phrases from the 

show. When questioned, students claimed that the show did not feature any new vocabulary. 

This lack of response was likely  due to the fact  that the only available format of this episode 

included Swedish subtitles, and while subtitles may have contributed to overall 

comprehension, they prevented any  measurement of language skills for purposes of 

comparison between the lesson and responses to questions eight and nine of the 

questionnaire.   

The list-making activity was designed both to provoke students into using the most powerful 

English words in their vocabularies, as well as to explore what kind of sensitivity students 

showed in response to the homophobia and gender stereotyping highlighted in the Glee 

episode. The slur faggot was not  overheard at any time, a positive surprise which could be 

interpreted in several ways; for instance, students could have understood the strength of this 

slur, as suggested by Ferré et  al. (2009) but felt similarly  to subjects in Dewaele (2004), who 

admitted to an awareness of the strength of S-T words in their second languages, and 
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consciously  chosen more appropriate words. Another possible explanation, from Zack, 

Mannheim and Alfano’s (2010) conclusions regarding the most successful integrator 

educator, is that students showed more sensitivity when the subject of tolerance was an 

integral part of the lesson. It is likely that the students in this study were mature enough to 

realize that pejoratives and slurs would be highly inappropriate in the context of a lesson 

focused on exaggerated stereotypes of differing sexualities, which again confirms that 

teachers have impressed upon students that they must “respect the intrinsic value and 

integrity of other people” (Skolverket 2013, p. 10). 

In advocating the use of television in the classroom, Witkin (1994) and Owen, Silet and 

Brown (1998) advised teachers to incorporate material students are already familiar with and 

interested in. However, this limited study demonstrated that the opposite was also true: 

students had absorbed enough material from Glee to discuss the episode in depth, despite 

their preference for other programs as shown by the questionnaire. During the episode, a 

character refers to another character suffering difficulties as “an outsider”; two of the groups 

chose the word outsider in the list-making activity. And although this particular episode was 

new to all students, they were able to recall details of the plot in order to describe, relate to, 

and empathize with the main characters. That students actively participated in analysis of a 

television show created purely for entertainment reinforces Linebarger’s (2011) finding that 

students learn from television if they believe it is indeed educational. 

Several factors contributed to the conclusion that television was the best media for the 

purposes of this study.  First, the relatively short amount of class time that a television show 

consumes meant that discussions and activities could be held immediately after students had 

viewed the episode in its entirety, as opposed to lengthier media, such as films, which 

normally must be shown over several class periods. The efficiency of television allows 

language, culture, sexuality, religion, and more to be presented to students in a medium they 

can digest  within a relatively  short amount of time. In the case of popular American 

television shows such as Glee, characters use few if any S-T words, providing an example of 

native English-speakers expressing themselves without pejoratives or slurs. As an 

entertaining, accessible form of media, this television show offered students the vocabulary to 

address the issue of homophobia as well as the distance that fictionalized media offers: 
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students could discuss the behavior and reactions of characters without placing themselves in 

this sensitive situation.

With the exception of one group’s short, straightforward dialogue between Kurt and Karofsky 

resulting in a challenge to a schoolyard fight, students’ rewriting of a bullying scene from the 

show illustrated their understanding of cultural differences between the midwestern United 

States and Northern Sweden, with references to common bus routes between school and 

students’ homes as well as snus, a Swedish type of dipping tobacco. In one skit, which placed 

Kurt and Karofsky on the bus, students had Karofsky using the slur jävla bög, roughly 

fucking faggot, while the bus driver “simply turned the radio up.” This illustrates both an 

environment typical to students in Piteå, namely the long commute to and from school on a 

public bus without teacher supervision, as well as Zack, Mannheim and Alfano’s (2010) 

description of authorities’ tendency to ignore homophobia. 

The final group’s skit began with Karofsky throwing used snus into Kurt’s face and ended 

with Karofsky  admitting his feelings for Kurt and the two kissing. This group composed the 

line for Kurt, “I’m not a garbage can, I have feelings just like you!”. Although it  was not 

observed whether the students intended to mock Kurt in their skit, this statement prompted 

several members of another group to repeatedly  make loud, mocking comments in high-

pitched voices, saying for example; “I have feelings just like you”, “Feelings are for sissies”, 

“Are you gay or something?”. As Zack, Mannheim and Alfano (2010) detailed in their 

research, the fact that these remarks were greeted with laughter by  those who overheard them 

does not mean that they  are acceptable. Although this study focused specifically  on the use of 

pejoratives and slurs, in this situation, it is crucial for teachers to address the jokes as well as 

the derogatory use of the word gay in order to combat the perception of silent consent, as 

described by Zack, Mannheim and Alfano (2010)  as well as DePalma and Atkinson (2006).  

That students consider such comments “jokes”  means that teachers who attempt to prevent 

this behavior risk being accused of heavy-handedness. The use of humor could signal a 

student’s attempt to broach the subject of sexuality, a mask to hide their own sexual 

uncertainty, or a reflection of an opinion that flamboyant homosexuality is funny--a technique 

used both positively and negatively in the Glee episode. It is important that the teacher invites 
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a democratic discussion while at the same time gently demonstrating that although humor 

certainly has its place in the classroom, the mocking of homosexual stereotypes is not 

appropriate in the classroom because of its fundamental intent to degrade. Here the teacher 

could outline other traditional forms of humor now considered to be degrading; for example, 

minstrel shows. 

In order to minimize interference with students’ reactions to the lesson of the television show, 

the author chose to observe students’ behavior without correcting it. It was clear that 

students’ derisive comments originated somewhere other than this particular lesson since no 

jokes or comments from the show were repeated, and Swedish was used exclusively. In 

another discussion where a student was outnumbered in his opinion and subsequently 

unfairly accused of being a homophobe, the author stepped in to assist with this group’s 

discussion. There was, unfortunately, limited time to discuss students’ comments, especially 

in the context of their skits, and this meant that the author did not have the opportunity to 

examine how the students formulated their rewrites through a discussion of the assignment. 

Neither was there a possibility of later follow-up with this class due in part to their need to 

return to their regular lesson plan, but also due to the limited scope of this study. 

5. Conclusion

This study sought to explore how students view the use of television series in English 

language learning and how these attitudes and opinions, gathered through the use of a 

questionnaire, could shape a lesson about tolerance in which a television show dealing with 

the issue of homophobia was shown to a high school class. The questionnaire data revealed 

that the majority of respondents thought positively  of the use of television shows in their 

English classes, but that students did not necessarily think that cultural skills were developed 

best by television.  

The questionnaire was chosen as a method of efficiently gathering data among a group of 

approximately twenty students, but more nuanced information could have been collected if 

interviews had been employed, either as the sole data or as a follow-up to questionnaires. One 

example of this potential was found in the responses to question one, where one student 
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indicated that watching television series is a waste of class time. It could have been of value 

to explore the reasons behind this respondent’s strong opinion; ultimately, the time limitations 

of this study did not allow for such scrutiny. 

The lesson carried out among the same students showed that students were conscious of 

different sexualities and gender norms but not sensitive enough to refrain from mocking 

homosexual stereotypes. It was evidenced by the written work produced by students that the 

important messages featured in the television show used, i.e. bullying, stereotyping, and 

exclusion were understood; the students’ joking behavior could represent the gap between 

comprehension and internalization which a skilled teacher could assist  in filling. The 

lightness of humor could indeed be a valuable tool in combatting the weighty, serious subject 

of pejoratives and slurs. 

Television shows will likely  remain a considerable aspect of popular culture, and English 

teachers in Sweden are well-served by  taking advantage of this enormous source of material 

that teaches both language and culture. In working to eradicate homophobia and other forms 

of intolerance in schools, the most effective strategy  for English teachers is likely that of 

persistence: incorporate the Swedish school system’s values and ethics into the curriculum; 

illustrate connections between intolerance and other areas of the subject; and above all, never 

remain silent when witnessing hate. 
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Appendix 1: Student Survey

TV-serier i engelskundervisningen
Denna enkät handlar om användning av TV-serier i ämnet engelska. Jag är intresserad av 
dina åsikter och erfarenheter när det gäller att titta på TV-serier under lektioner i engelska. 

Du som svarar är anoymn vilket betyder att dina svar inte kan kopplas till dig personligen. 
Jag använder dina svar för att skriva mitt examensarbete som kommer att publiceras på 
LTUs hemsidan, www.ltu.se, under mitt namn (Annie Svensson). 

Din ålder: ! ________

Ditt kön: !  Kvinna!  Man

1. Vad tycker du om att titta på TV-serier under 
engelskundervisningen? Kryssa i alla som du tycker 
stämmer. 

!  Det är roligt! ! ! !   Det kräver mycket arbete
!  Det är lärorikt! ! ! !   Det är bra disponering av lektionstid
!  Läraren tycker att det är roligt! !   Det är slöseri av lektionstid!
            Läraren tycker att det är lärorikt! !
         !  Det är en bra variation från andra lektionsaktiviteter

Annat: _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

2. Vad tror du att dina lärare tycker om att använda TV-serier i 
engelskundervisningen? Kryssa i alla som du tror stämmer

         De tror eleverna tycker det är roligt!  Det är bra disponering av lektionstid
         De tror eleverna tycker det är lärorikt!  Det är slöseri av lektionstid
         De tror eleverna tycker det är tråkigt!  De tror eleverna tycker det är intressant
         Det är en bra variation från andra lektionsaktiviteter

Annat: _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

3. Tycker du att titta på TV-serier i engelskundervisningen hjälper dig att uppnå 
kursmålen? 

!  Ja! ! !  Nej!! !  Vet ej
 
4. Har du någon gång tittat på en TV-serie under en lektion i engelska (under alla år 

du har läst engelska)? 
!
!  Ja! ! !  Nej

Om du svarade Nej på denna fråga då är enkäten avslutad för dig. Tack för din tid! 
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5. Hur ofta visas det TV-serier under din engelskundervisning? Kryssa bara ett 
alternativ. 

!  Flera gånger i veckan eller oftare!  1-2 gång per månad
!  3-4 gånger per månad  ! ! !  Någon gång per termin eller mer 
! ! ! ! ! ! !     sällan

6. Varför tror du lärarna väljer att visa en viss TV-serie/ett visst avsnitt av en serie i 
engelskundervisningen? Kryssa i alla alternativ som du tror stämmer. 

!  Det passar väl in i ett lektionstema!
!  Det är underhållande
!  Det är lärorikt
!  Det kan kopplas till en värdegrundsfråga (t.ex. rasism, religion, sexualitet) !                 
!  Det kan kopplas till något samhällsaktuellt (t.ex världsekonomi, krig, !     !  
!     naturkatastrofer)
Annat:_________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

7. Vad är det bästa med att titta på TV-serier under engelskundervisningen? Kryssa i 
så många alternativ du vill. 

!  Det är underhållande
!  Det är mindre krävande än annat lektionsarbete
!  Man får insyn i olika engelsktalande kulturer
!  Man får höra äkta Engelsmän/Amerikaner/osv. 
!  Man lär sig om det engelska språket
!  Man lär sig om annat än bara engelska (såsom kutur, religion, sexualitet, !     
!     etnicitet)
Annat:__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________!
!

8. Vilka färdigheter tycker du att du utvecklar mest genom att 
titta på TV-serier under engelskundervisningen? Kryssa i så 
många alternativ som du tycker stämmer. 

!  Lyssning! ! !  Kritiskt tänkande
!  Förståelse!! !  Uttal
!  Stavning! ! !  Skrivande
!  Talande! ! !  Kunskaper om olika ras eller etnicitet
!  Kunskaper om olika kulturer (t.ex att jämföra Sverige med England)
!  Kunskaper om olika sexualiteter (t.ex. homosexuella, bisexuella, transperson)
!  Kunskaper om olika religioner (t.ex Kristendom, Islam)
!  Inga
Annat: _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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9. Vilka färdigheter tycker du är möjliga att utveckla genom att titta på TV-serier 
under engelskundervisningen? Kryssa i så många alternativ som du tycker 
stämmer. 

!  Lyssning! ! !  Kritiskt tänkande
!  Förståelse!! !  Uttal
!  Stavning! ! !  Skrivande
!  Talande! ! !  Kunskaper om olika ras eller etnicitet
!  Kunskaper om olika kulturer (t.ex att jämföra Sverige med England)
!  Kunskaper om olika sexualiteter (t.ex. homosexuella, bisexuella, transperson)
!  Kunskaper om olika religioner (t.ex Kristendom, Islam)
!  Inga
Annat: _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

10. Hur brukar din lärare följa upp efter ni har sett på en TV-serie? Kryssa i alla   
      alternativ som du har varit med om. 
!
!  Diskussion i helklass ! ! !  Individuella uppgifter
!  Diskussion i grupper! ! !  Gruppuppgifter
!  Genomgång! ! ! !  Ingenting

Annat:__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

11. Vilka typer av serier föredrar du när du ser på TV på egen tid? Kryssa i så många 
alternativ som stämmer.

!
!  Drama! ! ! !  Dokusåpa! ! !  Nyhetsaktuella
!  Humor/komedi! ! !  Deckare/Kriminella!  Sci-fi/Skräck
!  Romantik/kärlek! ! !  Tävlingsprogram! !  Action/Äventyr
! !
Annat:__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

12. Vilka typer av serier föredrar du när du ser på TV på engelskundervisningen? 
Kryssa i så många alternativ som stämmer.

!
!  Drama! ! ! !  Dokusåpa! ! !  Nyhetsaktuella
!  Humor/komedi! ! !  Deckare/Kriminella!  Sci-fi/Skräck
!  Romantik/kärlek! ! !  Tävlingsprogram! !  Action/Äventyr
! !
Annat:__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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13. Vilka är dina favoritserier? 
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
!

Tack för din medverkan! 
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Appendix 2: Lesson Materials

This scene takes place in an American high school. What might this kind of encounter 
look like in a Swedish high school? At Strömbacka, for 
instance?

After another incident of bullying, Kurt finally 
confronts Karofsky. He has followed him into the 
locker room. 

Karofsky: Do not push me, Hummel! 

Kurt: You’re going to hit me? Do it! 

Karofsky: Don’t push me! [slams locker]

Kurt: Hit me, ‘cause it’s not going to change who I am! You can’t punch the gay 
out of me any more than I can punch the 
ignoramus out of you!

Karofsky: Then get out of my face! 

Kurt: You are nothing but a scared little boy 
who can’t handle how extraordinarily ordinary 
you are! 

[Karofsky kisses a shocked, horrified Kurt]

Your assignment is to rewrite this or another bullying scene from this episode to 
illustrate how it might look if it took place in Sweden, with Swedish high school 
students.  Use English as best you can, but Swinglish is okay. :-)

To help you on your way: 

Figure out which qualities make this episode of Glee and this scene in particular so 
American. Compare these qualities to Swedish high schools. For example, what would 
the Swedish equivalent of Karofsky be?  What would the Swedish equivalent of Kurt 
be?  Thinking about the details will help you transform American to Swedish. 

This scene represents the culmination of several incidents of Karofsky bullying Kurt. 
Think about all the instances in this particular episode where Kurt is bullied. Does 
anyone ever help him?  Does anyone seem to ignore the bullying? 

Suggestions for characters for this scene: Kurt, Karofsky, a student who witnesses the 
bullying, and a Director to help pull it all together. 
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